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Six Weeks Period: 2nd  Grade Level & Course: Algebra 1 

Timeline:  14 days Unit 4 Title: Application of Linear Functions Unit 4 

Stated Objectives: 
TEK # and SE 

A.1A - apply mathematics to problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace. 
A.1B - use a problem-solving model that incorporates analyzing given information, 
formulating a plan or strategy, determining a solution, justifying the solution, and 
evaluating the problem-solving process and the reasonableness of the solution. 
A.1C - select tools, including real objects, manipulatives, paper and pencil, and 
technology as appropriate, and techniques, including mental math, estimation, and 
number sense as appropriate, to solve problems. 
A.1D – Communicate mathematical ideas, reasoning and their implications using multiple 
representations, including symbols, diagrams, graphs, and language as appropriate. 
A.1E – Create and use representations to organize, record, and communicate 
mathematical ideas. 
A.1F – analyze mathematical relationships to connect and communicate mathematical 
ideas; and 
A.1G – display, explain and justify mathematical ideas and arguments using precise 
mathematical language in written or oral communication. 
A.2A - determine the domain and range of a linear function in mathematical problems; 
determine reasonable domain and range values for real-world situations, both continuous 
and discrete; and represent domain and range using inequalities. 
A.2B – write linear equations in two variables in various forms, including y = mx + b, Ax + 
By = C, and y – y1 = m(x – x1), given one point and the slope and given two points  
A.2C – write linear equations in two variables given a table of values, a graph, and a 
verbal description 
A.2D – write and solve equations involving direct variation  
A.2E – write the equation of a line that contains a given point and is parallel to a given line  
A.2F – write the equation of a line that contains a given point and is perpendicular to a 
given line  
A.2G – write an equation of a line that is parallel or perpendicular to the x- or y-axis and 
determine whether the slope of the line is zero or undefined 
A.3A – determine the slope of a line given a table of values, a graph, two points on the 
line, and an equation written in various forms, including y = mx + b, Ax + By = C, and y – 
y1 = m(x – x1) 
A.3B – calculate the rate of change of a linear function represented tabularly, graphically, 
or algebraically in context of mathematical and real-world problems  
A.3C – graph linear functions on the coordinate plane and identify key features, including 
x-intercept, y-intercept, zeros, and slope, in mathematical and real-world problems 
A.4A – calculate, using technology, the correlation coefficient between two quantitative 
variables and interpret this quantity as a measure of the strength of the linear association  
A.4B – compare and contrast association and causation in real-world problems 
A.4C – write, with and without technology, linear functions that provide a reasonable fit to 
data to estimate solutions and make predictions for real-world problems 

Key Understandings During this unit, students write linear equations in two variables from given information, 
including a table of values, a graph, a verbal description, one point and the slope, two 
points, a point and parallel to a given line, a point and perpendicular to a given line, or a 
line parallel or perpendicular to the x- or y-axis, and represent the linear equations in 
various forms, including y = mx + b, Ax + By = C, and y – y1 = m(x – x1). Students 
calculate the rate of change or slope as needed from a table of values, a graph, two 
points on the line, and an equation written in various forms, including y = mx + b, Ax + By 
= C, and y – y1 = m(x –x1). Students write linear functions for real-world situations, and 



model the linear functions using various representations. Students identify domain 
(continuous or discrete), range, x-intercept, y-intercept, zeros, and slope and the meaning 
of the key attributes in terms of the situation. Students make predictions and critical 
judgments, and justify the solution in terms of the problem situation, including writing and 
solving problems involving direct variation. Students write, with and without technology, 
linear functions, analyze the strength of the linear function using scatterplots and linear 
correlations, compare association and causation between the variables, and estimate 
solutions and make predictions in terms of the problem situation. 

Misconceptions ● Some students may think that the graph is the path walked, rather than the graph 
of distance versus time. 

● Some students may think that if a set of bivariate data show a strong correlation 
and association, one variable must cause the other, rather than understanding 
that although the variables have an association, one may not be the cause of the 
other. e.g., When analyzing the number of shark bites as a function of the amount 
of ice cream consumed, a strong correlation and association is observed. 
However, eating ice cream is not what causes shark bites. The lurking variable is 
temperature. The hotter it is outside the more ice cream is consumed, and the 
more people go swimming at the beach. 

Key Vocabulary  ● Association – a relationship or correlation between two measurable variables 
● Quantitate bivariate data – data for two related (numeric) variables that can be 

represented by a scatterplot 
● Causation – a relationship between two variables in which one variable directly 

causes change(s) in the other variable 
● Continuous function – function whose values are continuous or unbroken over 

the specified domain 
● Correlation – description of the linear relationship between the two variables in 

bivariate data 
● Correlation coefficient – numeric value that assesses the strength of the 

relationship between two quantitative variables in a set of bivariate data, also 
known as the r-value 

● Direct variation – a relationship between two variables, x (independent) 
and y (dependent), that always has a constant, unchanged ratio, k, and can be 
represented by y = kx 

● Discrete function – function whose values are distinct and separate and not 
connected; values are not continuous. Discrete functions are defined by their 
domain. 

● Domain – set of input values for the independent variable over which the function 
is defined 

● Inequality notation – notation in which the solution is represented by an 
inequality statement 

● Linear equation in two variables – a relationship with a constant rate of change 
represented by a graph that forms a straight line 

● Linear function – a relationship with a constant rate of change represented by a 
graph that forms a straight line in which each element of the input (x) is paired 
with exactly one element of the output (y) 

● Negative linear correlation – trend of points to descend from left to right 
● No linear correlation – no trend observable in the data points 
● Positive linear correlation – trend of points to ascend from left to right 
● Range – set of output values for the dependent variable over which the function 

is defined 
● Regression equation – line of best fit representing a set of bivariate data 
● Slope of the line – rate of change in y (vertical) compared to change 

in x (horizontal) which is constant for a line 
● x-intercept(s) – x coordinate of a point at which the relation crosses the x-axis, 

meaning the y coordinate equals zero, (x, 0) 
● y-intercept(s) – y coordinate of a point at which the relation crosses the y-axis, 

meaning the x coordinate equals zero, (0, y) 
● Zeros – the value(s) of x such that the y value of the relation equals zero 



Suggested Day  
 

Instructional Procedures 
 

Materials, Resources, 
Notes 

Day 01 
10/12/2021  
(Tuesday) 

OBJECTIVE: Use the point-slope formula to write the 
equation of a line given a point and the slope from a second 
parallel line.  Convert the equation to slope-intercept form. 
 
A.2(E) [S] – write the equation of a line that contains a given 
point and is parallel to a given line.  
 
Bell-Ringer:  TBD based on the results of the Unit 3 Test. 
 
EXPLAIN: Model substituting values into the point-slope 
formula and solving the equation to be in slope-intercept 
form.  Model checking your answer by making a table of 
values for the new equation and verify that it contains the 
original given point.  Model graphing the two equations to 
verify that they look parallel. 
 
CLOSING TASK: What does it mean for two lines to be 
parallel?  Given an example of two things that are parallel in 
the classroom. 
 
 
 

A.2(E)[S] 
 
TI-84 CE Calculator 
 
A1U4D01 Bell-Ringer 
 
A1U4D01 Parallel Lines 
Notes 
 
A1U4D01 Parallel Lines 
Assignment 
 

Day 02 
10/13/2021  
 (Wednesday) 

OBJECTIVE: Use the point-slope formula to write the 
equation of a line given a point and the perpendicular slope 
from a second parallel line.  Convert the equation to slope-
intercept form. 
 
A.2(F) [S] – write the equation of a line that contains a given 
point and is perpendicular to a given line  
 
Bell-Ringer:  TBD based on the results of the Unit 3 Test. 
 
EXPLAIN: Model finding the perpendicular slope of a line by 
flipping the fraction and changing the sign.   Model 
substituting values into the point-slope formula and solving 
the equation to be in slope-intercept form.  Model checking 
your answer by making a table of values for the new equation 
and verify that it contains the original given point.  Model 
graphing the two equations to verify that they look 
perpendicular.  Note that the image in the calculator will not 
look perpendicular unless the graph is squared Zoom 
5:ZSquare 
 
 
CLOSING TASK:  Explain why perpendicular lines do not 
look perpendicular in the calculator. 
 
 
 
 

A.2(F)[S] 
 
TI-84 CE Calculator 
 
A1U4D02 Bell-Ringer 
 
A1U4D02 Perpendicular 
Lines Notes 
 
A1U4D02 Perpendicular 
Lines Assignment 
 

Day 03 
10/14/2021  
 (Thursday) 

OBJECTIVE: Remediate missed concepts from Unit 3. 
 
Bell-Ringer:  Identify lines that are parallel or perpendicular 
given a point and the equation of a second line. 

TI-84 CE Calculator 
 
Chromebooks 
 
Red Pen 



 
EXPLAIN: Model working and making corrections for missed 
problems on the Unit 3 Test.  Identify the reason why the 
problems were missed.   
 
EXTEND:  Students that scored 90 or above on the Unit 3 
Test will search for and record websites that contain videos 
that would help students understand how to work problems 
from the Unit 3 Test. 
 
CLOSING TASK:  Have students tell how they can do better 
on Unit Tests. 

 
A1U4D03 Bell-Ringer 
 
Unit 3 Test 
 

Day 04 
10/15/2021  
 (Friday) 

OBJECTIVE: We will demonstrate our knowledge of the Unit 
03 concepts. 
 
EXPLAIN: Teacher should ensure that all materials are 
distributed and begin the retest as soon as possible. 
 
EXTEND:  Students that scored 90 or above on the Unit 3 
Test will search for and record websites that contain videos 
for Unit 4 concepts. 
 
CLOSING TASK: I will complete the retest to the best of my 
ability. 
 
 

TI-84 CE Calculator 
 
Chromebooks 
 
A1U4D04 Unit 03 
ReTest 
 

Day 05 
10/18/2021  
 (Monday) 

OBJECTIVE: Find the approximate equation of a trend line 
given coordinate points.  Use this equation to make 
predictions. 
 
A.4(C) [S] – write, with and without technology, linear 
functions that provide a reasonable fit to data to estimate 
solutions and make predictions for real-world problems 
 
Bell-Ringer:  Draw trend lines on scatterplots 
 
EXPLAIN: Model finding the approximate slope and y-
intercept of a trend line and writing the equation in slope-
intercept form.  Model substituting x and y-values that are not 
on graph into the equation to make predictions. 
 
CLOSING TASK: Explain how to draw a “good” trend line to 
another student. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A.4(C)[S] 
 
TI-84 CE Calculator 
 
A1U4D05 Bell-Ringer 
 
A1U4D05 Trend Line 
Predictions Notes 
 
A1U4D05 Trend Line 
Predictions Assignment 
 

Day 06 
10/19/2021  
 (Tuesday) 

OBJECTIVE: Use linear regression to find the equation that 
best models linear data.  Use the equation to make 
predictions. 

A.4(C)[S] 
 
TI-84 CE Calculator 



 
A.4(C) [S] – write, with and without technology, linear 
functions that provide a reasonable fit to data to estimate 
solutions and make predictions for real-world problems 
 
Bell-Ringer:  Solve linear equation in standard form to be in 
slope-intercept form. 
 
EXPLAIN: Model how to use linear regression in the 
calculator.  Model using the equation to make predictions.   
 
CLOSING TASK:  Explain why linear regression on the 
calculator is found under the STAT button? 

 
A1U4D06 Bell-Ringer 
 
A1U4D06 Linear 
Regression Notes 
 
A1U4D06 Linear 
Regression Assignment 
 

Day 07 
10/20/2021  
 (Wednesday) 

OBJECTIVE: Use proportions to solve problems involving 
direct variation.   
 
A.2(D) [S] – write and solve equations involving direct 
variation 
 
Bell-Ringer:  8th grade released STAAR “proportional” 
problems. 
 
EXPLAIN:  Model using proportions to solve for a missing 
value in problems involving direct variation.  Model finding the 
constant of variation (slope) of the equation and writing the 
equation in the form y=kx.  
 
CLOSING TASK:  What is something in the real world that 
has direct variation? 

A.2(D)[S] 
 
TI-84 CE Calculator 
 
A1U4D07 Bell-Ringer 
 
A1U4D07 Direct 
Variation Notes 
 
A1U4D07 Direct 
Variation Assignment 
 

Day 08 
10/21/2021  
 (Thursday) 

OBJECTIVE: Convert linear equations between various 
forms.  Write linear equations in various forms giving one 
point and the slope and given two points.  
 
A.2(B) [S] – write linear equations in two variables in various 
forms, including y = mx + b, Ax + By = C, and y – y1 = m(x – 
x1), given one point and the slope and given two points 
 
Bell-Ringer:  write equations given two points or a table of 
values using linear regression. 
 
EXPLAIN: Given a point and the slope, model substituting 
values into the point-slope formula.  Model solving the point-
slope form in slope-intercept and standard forms. 
 
CLOSING TASK:  Which line is steeper?   
𝑦 = −2𝑥 + 4, 6𝑥 − 2𝑦 = 4, 𝑦 − 2 = 4(𝑥 + 3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A.2(B)[S] 
 
TI-84 CE Calculator 
 
A1U4D08 Bell-Ringer 
 
A1U4D08 Point Slope 
Form Notes 
 
A1U4D08 Point Slope 
Form Assignment 
 

Day 09 
10/22/2021  

OBJECTIVE: Calculate the correlation coefficient.  Determine 
the strength of a linear association. 

A.4(A)[S] 
 



 (Friday)  
A.4(A) [S] – calculate, using technology, the correlation 
coefficient between two quantitative variables and interpret 
this quantity as a measure of the strength of the linear 
association 
 
Bell-Ringer:  Write percents as decimal numbers. 
 
EXPLAIN: Model visually identifying the direction and 
strength of a linear association from a scatter plot.  Model 
identifying the direction of a linear association from a table of 
values.  Model using regression and Diagnostics On to 
calculate the coefficient of correlation using the calculator. 
 
CLOSING TASK:  Write a real world example of something 
that has a strong positive linear association. 

TI-84 CE Calculator 
 
A1U4D09 Bell-Ringer 
 
A1U4D09 Correlation 
Coefficient Notes 
 
A1U4D09 Correlation 
Coefficient Assignment 
 

Day 10 
10/25/2021  
 (Monday) 

OBJECTIVE: Understand the difference between association 
and causation. 
 
A.4(B) [S] – compare and contrast association and causation 
in real-world problems 
 
Bell-Ringer:  Estimate the value of the correlation coefficient 
from a graph or table.  
 
EXPLAIN: Model real world examples of association vs 
causation.    
 
CLOSING TASK:  Write a real world example of something in 
your algebra class that shows association. 
 

A.4(B)[S] 
 
TI-84 CE Calculator 
 
A1U4D10 Bell-Ringer 
 
A1U4D10 Association 
and Causation Notes 
 
A1U4D10 Association 
and Causation 
Assignment 
 

Day 11 
10/26/2021  
 (Tuesday) 

OBJECTIVE:  We will review topics covered in the 2nd Six 
Weeks. 
 
EXPLAIN:  Students will complete a review for the 2nd Six 
Weeks.  The teacher will monitor student progress and will 
provide clarification and help as needed.  Explanations and 
answers will be provided at the end of the class period.  
Students who need further help will be encouraged to attend 
tutorials. 
 
CLOSING TASK:  I will study the 2nd Six Weeks Test 
Review. 
 

TI-84 CE Calculator 
 
A1 2nd Six Weeks Test 
Review 

Day 12 
10/27/2021  
 (Wednesday) 

OBJECTIVE:  We will demonstrate our knowledge of the 2nd 
Six Weeks concepts. 
 
EXPLAIN:  Teacher should ensure that all materials are 
distributed and begin the test as soon as possible. 
 
CLOSING TASK:  I will complete the test to the best of my 
ability. 
 

TI-84 CE Calculator 
 
2nd Six Weeks Test 

Answer Document 

Pencil 

Day 13 
10/28/2021 

OBJECTIVE:  Make up day for testers who were absent or for 
students with extended time.  

TI-84 CE Calculator 
 



 (Thursday)  
EXTEND:  Students who have complete the 2nd Six Weeks 
Test will write an expository essay on how to solve various 
types of problems learned this year in class. 
 

 

Day 14 
10/29/2021 
(Friday) 

OBJECTIVE:  Go over the 2nd Six Weeks Test. Students are 
to make corrections as needed. 
 

TI-84 CE Calculator 
 
 

 


